PLUG & PLAY
IS 690TOY

2-way component kit

- High density rubber seal
  Protection during assembly (mechanic and acoustic sealing with the door panel)
- Fiberglass cone
  Neutral sound, deep bass
- Butyl surround
  Excellent reliability
- ABS molded chassis
  Ergonomy, easy to install
- Integrated crossover
  Easy to install, compact
- Tweeter bracket
  For factory location installation
- Rivet
  Woofer attachment
- Connector
  Toyota® standard
- Woofer connector extension
  For “horizontal” mounting
- Tweeter connector
  Respect for the original connection (2 standard)
- Butyl surround
  Excellent reliability
- Aluminum inverted dome compact tweeter
- ABS molded chassis
  Ergonomy, easy to install

WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
- Easy installation
- Respect of the original TOYOTA® connectors
- Better precision in high frequencies
- Compact tweeter for better adaptation in factory location
- High density rubber ring for acoustic sealing with the door panel

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

* Woofer : 6x9” (165x230mm)
  Diamètre bobine : 1 3/16” (30mm)
  Moteur : 3” (85mm)
  Aluminum inverted dome compact tweeter
  Max. power: 150 Watts

* Nominal power: 75 Watts RMS
  Sensitivity (2.83V/1m): 92dB
  Impedance: 4 Ohms
  Frequency response: 50Hz - 20kHz